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ABSTRACT

Autistic children find pretend play difficult. Previous work suggests Augmented Reality (AR) has potential in eliciting pretend play in children with autism. This paper presents the evaluation of an Augmented Reality app to help autistic children engage in solitary pretend play. We followed a user-centred design process, involving various techniques and stakeholders. Results from a pre-post study design suggest the AR system is promising in facilitating quantitative aspects of pretend play in autistic children.
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INTRODUCTION

Pretend play can be thought of as an arena where young children develop and practise a variety of social and communication skills, learn to self-regulate their behaviour and emotions, and acquire the building blocks of abstract thought [1]. However, spontaneous engagement with, and production of, pretend play is one of the most affected areas of development in children with autism [2].

Research suggests technology may have educational and therapeutic potential for this population [3]. A number of studies indicate a significant positive effect of technology use on the social and communication skills of individuals with autism [4]. However, technology-based support for pretend play is scarce. Augmented Reality (AR) technology has recently received attention for its potential in eliciting pretend play in children with autism as it can dynamically link multiple representations: a tangible (a tangible object or element of the real environment) to a digital identity (a pretend object/element) [5]. However, very little is known about 1) how to design AR technology-enhanced supports for both practitioners and autistic children, in order to develop and practise pretend play in current practice, and; 2) the effects of using such AR systems on autistic children’s pretend play, if any.

In this paper, we focus on the second point: the evaluation of an AR system designed, following a user-centred approach, to help autistic children develop pretend play in school contexts. We conducted a pre-post study with 7 autistic child-practitioner dyads over a 5-week period. Quantitative analysis of pretend play suggest that overall the participating children spent more time in, and engaged in more acts of, pretend play with toys in the post-session compared to the pre-session.

THE AUGMENTED REALITY SYSTEM

Figure 1. Example snapshots of story (left), tangible objects (centre) and augmented world (right)

Approach to Design

A user-centred approach to design was adopted with experienced practitioners, human-computer interaction experts and typically developing children taking part at different stages of the project.

System Description

The AR system design makes use of narrative to provide children with opportunities for pretence. The system has three stories. For example, the first story introduces a small hungry dragon who needs to be fed. The story is read out loud, and illustrated for the child to see. The child is encouraged to pretend to feed or give a drink to the dragon by using tangible objects which are placed between them and the screen. The child is told that the objects can change into food or drinks. The objects have markers attached that enable it to be changed on the screen into something else (e.g. the image of a fruit that the child has chosen from a menu). The child is given the choice to decide in what to change the tangible object from a list of available options.
EVALUATION
The AR system was evaluated through an empirical study exploring the effects of its use by practitioners and autistic children in a school context. Participants were six experienced practitioners and seven children with an existing autism diagnosis. The children were 6 male and 1 female, aged 8-14 years old, with an autism severity rated as between moderate and severe, based on Childhood Autism Rating Scale scoring [6]. A pre-post study design was followed with children taking part in 5 play sessions over a period of 5 weeks. For all play sessions, the child was joined by a familiar practitioner they were confident in interacting with. The pre/first and post/last sessions involved the child playing with a predefined set of toys, on their own for 3 minutes (unstructured play) and with a practitioner for another 5 minutes (structured play). During the middle 3 sessions the child and practitioner played with the AR system for up to 10 minutes, or less time if the child preferred. All sessions were video recorded for subsequent analysis.

MEASURES. To determine the duration of play by category a moment-by-moment analysis (10-second intervals) was conducted on the video data collected from the pre-post sessions, for each child-practitioner dyad. A coding scheme adapted from relevant literature was used to label cognitive play categories, presented below in terms of increasing levels of cognitive complexity [8, 9, 10, 11, 12].

No play – no engagement with toys or others, transitions;
Sensorimotor play – engagement in repetitive interactions with an object with no clear purpose besides sensory and motor stimulation (e.g. touching, biting, tasting).
Relational play – interacting with two or more objects in a way that does not indicate functional or symbolic play (e.g. piling or stacking objects up);
Functional play – using an object as its function designates with an intended, reality-based outcome (e.g. colouring with crayons, putting a peg in a hole);
Pretend play comprising two behaviour types:
Functional play with pretence – using an object (actual or miniature) in the manner it was intended but without the reality-based outcome (e.g. placing a miniature cake pan in a miniature oven does not result in an actual cake);
Symbolic play, itself made up of three behaviour types:
  Object Substitution – the use of an object as if it were a different object (e.g. using a block as a car);
  Assigning Absent Attributes – assigning dramatic roles or emotions to the self, others or inanimate objects (e.g. saying the stuffed animal is sick).
  Imagining Absent Objects (IAO) – performing an action as if an object was present in the object’s absence (e.g. moving fist around a pan as if stirring with a spoon).

The play categories were discussed and agree with a second coder until an agreement was achieved. The percentage of time a child spent in a play category was measured as the sum of 10-seconds intervals that category of play was recorded divided by the total play time. If the child showed more than one type of play over the 10-second interval, the highest cognitive level of play was chosen if shown for at least 3 seconds. The frequency of pretend play was measured as the number of pretend play acts shown by the child in one minute.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results of pre and post-test measures of mean percentage of time spent in play categories are illustrated in Figure 1.

![Figure 2. Distribution of mean percentage of time spent in each play category across children](image)

The percentage of time spent in each category of play and the mean frequency of pretend play are normally distributed according the Shapiro-Wilk normality test. We conducted a paired t-test and report a significant increase (203.18%) in the percentage of time spent in pretend play (t-value=-2.23, p <0.05). Also, the measure of mean frequency of pretend play acts suggests a significant increase from the pre to the post-session (t-value=-1.98, p < .05).

Five out of the seven participating children provided feedback on system interaction. Four of the five liked all the AR system design and interaction elements that feedback was requested on. All five children reported liking the stories and were reported by practitioners to have spontaneously commented on their interaction with the AR system, in the classroom. In follow up, practitioners requested continued use of the tool in the classroom, outside of the research study.

The quantitative measures of pretence and the feedback provided by children and practitioners suggest the AR system has potential in facilitating pretend play in autistic children, in a school context. Besides, adopting a user-centred approach by including practitioners and children at different stages of the design process ensured the system is easy to use, accessible, and enjoyable. This study is not without limitations, the small sample size and no control group suggest the results should be interpreted with caution. Next steps will focus on exploring qualitative aspects of children’s play and pretence over the five sessions as well as the role of adult and AR scaffolding.
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